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the standards which had long made American public libraries
the world's best.
Newspapers in small cities, towns and rural communities
suffered some impairment of circulation between 1931 and
1935; but the prosperity of the great metropolitan journals
was never gravely affected and, in general, peoples' reading
habits continued that trend which from 1920 to 1940
swelled the daily output of news presses from twenty-seven
to forty-one million copies. Prolonging another major drift
of the century, mergers as well as financial casualties steadily
shrank the number of journals while fortifying the surviving
fittest. By the forties only about a hundred and twenty cities
possessed more than a single newspaper management, the net
rate of mortality between 1930 and 1941 amounting to no
less than forty-eight per cent The weekly, traditional
stand-by of small towns and farming communities, also de-
clined until by 1941 the total had fallen to 10,800 from 12,-
600 in 1930.
Meanwhile the ramification of newspaper chains, remain-
ing during the decade at about sixty and controlling over
three hundred papers, remorselessly continued to consolidate
power, enjoying a substantial monopoly of wire services, fea-
ture syndicates, Sunday magazine supplements and the best
newsprint supply* The launching of the Chicago Sun in
1941 by the liberal millionaire Marshall Field III provoked
an acrimonious struggle between this independent journal
and the tyrant of press services in that region, Colonel Robert
R. McCormick's Tribune. Some argued that concentrated
management promoted a better product; others saw danger in
giants overlording the fields of publicity and communication.
The tabloid paper, adapted to the commuter's elbow-
room and the psychology of "subway minds" at a price
suited to the depression budget, rose in number from twelve
in 1930 to thirty-five dailies and one Sunday specimen
within six years. A survey of New York City youth in 1935
disclosed that two in three read the tabloids while nearly a

